The environment of a CO 2 electroreduction (CO 2 ER) catalyst is intimately coupled with the surface reaction energetics and is therefore a critical aspect of the overall system performance. The immediate reaction environment of the electrocatalyst constitutes the electrical double layer (EDL) which extends a few nanometers into the electrolyte and screens the surface charge density. In this study, we resolve the species concentrations and potential profiles in the EDL of a CO 2 ER system by self-consistently solving the migration, diffusion and reaction phenomena using the generalized modified Poisson-Nernst-Planck (GMPNP) equations which include the effect of volume exclusion due to the solvated size of solution species. We demonstrate that the concentration of solvated cations builds at the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) with increasing applied potential until the steric limit is reached. The formation of the EDL is expected to have important consequences for the transport of the CO 2 molecule to the catalyst surface. The electric field in the EDL diminishes the pH in the first 5 nm from the OHP, with an accumulation of protons and a concomitant depletion of hydroxide ions. This is a considerable departure from the results obtained using reaction-diffusion models where migration is ignored. Finally, we use the GMPNP model to compare the nature of the EDL for different alkali metal cations to show the effect of solvated size and polarization of water on the resultant electric field. Our results establish the significance of the EDL and electrostatic forces in defining the local reaction environment of CO 2 electrocatalysts.
Introduction
The immediate environment of the CO 2 electro-reduction (CO 2 ER) catalyst is an extremely important handle to rationally optimize the overall performance of the system. 1 The concentrations of reactive as well as non-reactive species in the vicinity of the catalyst surface, and their mutual interactions, have a direct influence on catalytic behaviour, and thus on the achievable activity and selectivity. 2, 3 Mass transport becomes a crucial factor for CO 2 ER due to the limited solubility of CO 2 in aqueous electrolytes, the participation of CO 2 in the buffer reactions, as well as the changes in the local environment during reaction due to the continuous consumption of CO 2 and production of hydroxide (OH À ) ions. Designing more favorable reaction interfaces has helped to achieve remarkable performance gains [4] [5] [6] and the approach highlights the significance of mass transport as an influential optimization parameter for the CO 2 ER system. What constitutes the local reaction environment in such an electrocatalytic system however, is still an open question. Further understanding needs to be developed to define the physical phenomena that result in the local environment of the catalyst and that sufficiently capture the parameters most important for the performance.
Although there have been several attempts to model the mass transport of solution species to the catalyst surface in CO 2 ER, a vast majority of the existing literature is restricted to reaction-diffusion type models introduced by N. Gupta and co-authors 7 and ignore the formation of the electrical double layer (EDL) and therefore any migration of charged species in front of the catalyst surface. [8] [9] [10] [11] The presence of the electrified interface has been used however, to explain the influence of cations on experimentally observed performance. 3, 12 Considering the significant applied voltage under which CO 2 ER operates, the local environment for the catalysis is insufficiently defined without the inclusion of the electrostatic interactions of the ionic species with the charged metallic surface. These interactions, and the resulting double layer structure, can extend up to several nanometers from the catalyst surface (see Fig. 1 ) and are necessary to consider in order to derive physically consistent hypotheses based on experimental observations.
In this study, we resolve the species concentrations and potential profiles in the EDL of a syngas (CO and H 2 ) producing CO 2 ER system by self-consistently solving the migration, diffusion and reaction phenomena in a CO 2 saturated aqueous electrolyte facing a planar cathode (see schematic in Fig. 1 ). We do this by numerically solving the generalized modified Poisson-Nernst-Planck (GMPNP) set of equations which include the effect of volume exclusion due to the solvated size of solution species. 13 Using the GMPNP equations, we demonstrate that the inclusion of migration in the mass transport of species provides a drastically different picture of the catalyst reaction environment as compared to reaction-diffusion models. By comparing with a PNP system, where molecules are considered as point species without volume, we show how inclusion of size of solvated solution species is important to derive physically consistent concentration profiles at high operating potentials. The effect of volume exclusion in the GMPNP model results in a diminishing of CO 2 concentration from the EDL at high applied potentials providing strong evidence of many-body correlations playing an important role in the transport of CO 2 to the catalyst surface. The resistance to the transport of CO 2 to the catalyst surface through a densely packed layer of solvated cations can potentially play a role in the activation mechanism of the CO 2 molecule. Yet another important consequence of the interaction of the electrostatic forces in the EDL with charged species is a considerable drop in the pH and OH À concentration for a distance of up to 5 nm from the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). This has significant repercussions for the CO 2 ER system especially from a mechanistic view-point, while requiring us to provide greater definition to what is defined as the 'local reaction environment'. Finally, we compare the properties of the EDL for different alkali metal cations and look at the results in view of the existing experimental evidence.
Model and simulation details

Choice of model
The Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) model, also known as the classical Gouy-Chapman model, 14, 15 uses dilute solution theory with point-like ionic species to model the electrical double layer which is assumed to be in equilibrium with the bulk. Similarly, the classical description from dilute solution theory of the dynamics of the double layer is given by the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equations. 16 However, it has been shown that the PB and PNP models break down dramatically at voltages much higher than the thermal voltage (cf T = k B T/e = 25 mV, where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and e is the fundamental charge of the electron) 17 which is the region of interest for electrocatalytic applications such as CO 2 ER.
One of the primary limitations of the dilute solution theory based models has been shown to be the breaking of the steric limit of ion concentration (C steric = a À3 , where a is the effective size of the ion) close to the charged surface at high applied voltages relative to f T . Excluding steric effects then leads to Fig. 1 Schematic of the different mass transport zones in front of a cathode surface during CO 2 ER in an aqueous electrolyte. Zone 1: Stern layer, zone 2: potential screening layer, zone 3: Nernst diffusion layer and zone 4: bulk. The red dotted line in the electrolyte is a typical potential profile with f M and f OHP being the potential of the metal cathode and at the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP), respectively with the potential at the point of zero charge (PZC) of the catalyst surface as the reference potential (description in Section 2.2). a cat and a an are the effective diameters of a solvated cation (in dark blue) and anion (in orange), respectively. L Stern , L Screening and L Nernst depict the dimensions of the Stern layer, potential screening layer and the Nernst diffusion layer, respectively and t relax is the relaxation time (order of magnitude) relevant for the mass transport processes in the respective zone. J i depicts the incoming and outgoing flux of species (i) OH À and CO 2 , respectively. unphysically high EDL capacitance values and inherently making the solution non-dilute in the double layer region irrespective of the concentration of the bulk solution. 13, 18 Therefore, in order to resolve the EDL of a CO 2 ER system such that its essential qualitative nature is captured, we use the generalised modified PNP (GMPNP) equations 13, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] to resolve the concentration and potential profiles in the screening layer (zones 2 + 3) which incorporate a mean-field continuum description of steric effects to the dilute solution theory based time-dependent PNP system. This modification is in addition to the Stern layer, 24, 25 where the surface catalytic reactions occur (zone 1 in Fig. 1 ), which defines the plane of closest approach; the so-called outer-Helmholtz plane (OHP). Poisson equation is used to derive the potential profile for the Stern layer as described in the following section.
Model description
The heterogeneous reactions (1) and (2) are considered to be occurring at the planar cathode surface in the CO 2 ER process, where the protons are provided by water. For simplicity, we base our calculations on CO producing catalysts such as Ag and Au but the analysis can be easily extended to catalysts producing a wider range of CO 2 reduction products. We do not assume a faradaic current due to the consumption of H + in our base-case. A comparison of the base-case with the scenario where a maximum of 10% of the bulk concentration of H + is present at the OHP (limiting H + current case) can be found in the ESI. †
A total current density ( j tot ) and CO faradaic efficiency (FE CO , defined as the ratio of electrons consumed for the production of CO vs. H 2 ) is assumed for the simulations and data is generated for a range of j tot and FE CO values. The flux of the solution species at the surface is then given by eqn (3)-(5). Our simulations are in 1D and x = 0 is considered to be at the OHP (the boundary between the zone 1 and zone 2 in Fig. 1 ).
where F is the Faraday's constant, t is the time, n e,CO = 2 is the number of electrons consumed to reduce CO 2 to CO and n e,OH À = 1 is the number of electrons consumed per OH À produced. The following homogeneous reactions (6)-(8) are considered to be occurring in the electrolyte:
The values of the rate constants for the reactions (6)-(8) can be found in the ESI. † The bulk values of the concentrations of the solution species: H + , OH À , HCO 3 À , CO 2 , CO 3 2À and K + for a 0.1 M KHCO 3 solution saturated with CO 2 are assumed to be constant and are calculated by solving the transient rate equations for reactions (6)-(8) combined with the Sechenov equation 26, 27 (see ESI † for details). Varying the bulk concentration of KHCO 3 will not change the nature of the EDL presented in this report unless either the solution volume is very small or the concentration of electrolyte is too low such that the bulk gets significantly depleted of counter-ions. However, the buffering capacity, the CO 2 solubility and therefore the concentration profiles beyond the EDL will vary considerably. The GMPNP equations used to model the mass transport of electrolyte species (for zones 2 + 3 in Fig. 1 ) are given by:
where C i is the concentration of species i, p is the index of the homogeneous reaction in solution, R i is the rate of production of species i due to the homogeneous reaction p as given by eqn (6)-(10) in the ESI † and -J i is the flux of species i given by:
where D i is the diffusion coefficient of species i, z i is the charge of species i, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, f is the potential, N A is the Avogadro's constant and a i is the effective solvated diameter of the species i. The values of D i and a i used for the solution species in this work are provided in the ESI. † Eqn (9) is solved simultaneously with the Poisson equation given by:
where e 0 is the permittivity of vacuum and e r is the relative permittivity of water. Our simulations assume an overall Nernst diffusion length of 50 mm. Dirichlet boundary conditions are used for the potential at the OHP (left-hand boundary) as well as for the concentration of species and potential in the bulk (right-hand boundary). Neumann boundary conditions are used for the flux of species at x = 0 as per eqn (3)-(5). The initial conditions for the concentrations are assumed to be at bulk values with f = 0 V vs. PZC everywhere in the electrolyte. The scaled form of the GMPNP equations used for the numerical simulations can be found in the ESI. †
The potential at the point of zero charge (PZC, f s=0 ) of the cathode is the potential at which the charge density of the surface is zero and no electrical double layer is therefore present in the electrolyte solution facing the electrode. The potential profile can be considered to be a flat line across the metal-electrolyte interface at the PZC thereby leading to a 
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Dirichlet boundary condition of f bulk=0 at the right-hand boundary as well as an initial condition of f = 0 V vs. PZC in the entire simulation domain. The f s=0 is thus a natural choice for a reference for all the potential values used in this study. PZC of a metal surface depends on the crystal facet as well as on the electrolyte solution in case specific adsorption happens on the surface. 28 For reference, the PZC in an aqueous solution for Ag surfaces is given in the ESI. † The range of OHP potentials considered in our simulations correspond to surface potentials of À0.10 to À0.61 V vs. PZC, which translate to À0.55 to À1.06 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) for a Ag(111) surface and À0.80 to À1.31 V vs. SHE for a polycrystalline Ag surface. It should be noted that the PZC for a polycrystalline metallic surface is not a uniquely defined quantity but is in some cases estimated using the minimum of the measured differential capacitance. We assume only non-specific adsorption of solvent species on the cathode surface for our simulations. The relative permittivity in eqn (11) is assumed to vary with cation concentration as given by eqn (12) . 29, 30 The concentration terms in the eqn (12) are in mol dm À3 and M water is the molarity of water at room temperature taken as 55 M. The parameter w i is the total number of water molecules held by the ion i. e 0 r is taken to be 80.1 equal to the relative permittivity of water at room temperature whereas e min r is the dielectric constant of water under the condition of dielectric saturation and is taken equal to 6. The model in eqn (12) is thus a summation of the contributions of bulk and cation-bounded water molecules to the relative permittivity. More advanced models such as the Booth model describe the dependence of the relative permittivity of the electrolyte medium as a function of the electric field. 31, 32 However, the Booth model is numerically more challenging to solve simultaneously with the GMPNP due to its non-linear nature.
The potential profile in the Stern region (zone 1, Fig. 1 ) can be post-calculated using eqn (13) from the values of relative permittivity (e r,OHP ) and electric field at the OHP obtained from the solution of the GMPNP equations for a given value of potential at the OHP. The width of the Stern layer is assumed to be 0.4 nm which is slightly larger than the radius of the largest cation considered in this study (Li + ). The electric field value and the potential value at the OHP are used as Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions for eqn (13) , respectively.
rÁ(e 0 e r,OHP rf) = 0
The description for the reaction-diffusion model and the PNP model used for comparison with the GMPNP model described above can be found in the ESI. †
Numerical simulations
The GMPNP (eqn (9)-(11)), PNP (eqn (S23)-(S25) in the ESI †) as well as the reaction-diffusion system (eqn (S21) and (S22) in the ESI †) are solved using the finite element method for spacial discretization and a backward Euler scheme for temporal discretization. The simulation domain in 1D is depicted in Fig. S1 in the ESI. † The backward Euler scheme, although computationally more intensive, was found to be necessary considering the stiff nature of both the PNP and GMPNP system of equations. We use the Python package FEniCS project 33, 34 to solve the weak Galerkin form of the transient non-linear GMPNP system such that the mass balance eqn (9) and the Poisson eqn (11) are solved self-consistently using the Newton method till a steady-state is reached.
The GMPNP as well as the PNP system are highly numerically unstable at the large values of applied potentials (relative to the thermal voltage f T ) that are relevant for CO 2 ER. The two most challenging aspects of numerically solving the (GM)PNP systems for the domain defined in this work are firstly, the characteristic length and time scales of the formation of the EDL are several orders of magnitude smaller than the length and time scales relevant for the homogeneous reaction and diffusion processes (see Fig. 1 ). To simulate such a system as a single domain implies that a variable finite element spatial mesh is needed to resolve the concentrations, both in the EDL, and in the entirety of the Nernst layer. In addition, due to numerical instability of the system very small time step sizes (1.0 Â 10 À5 s) are required to converge to a solution, which makes the simulation computationally expensive to reach steady-state (10 s). Secondly, there is a very strong drift of charged species close to the cathode surface due to the high applied voltage as compared to the strength of diffusive flow in this EDL region (or a high Péclet number). This makes the standard Galerkin weak form further numerically unstable and the problem is exaggerated in the PNP relative to the GMPNP due to the assumption of point species that accumulate to unphysically high concentrations at the OHP. The inclusion of species volume in the GMPNP interestingly also make the equations numerically more stable than the PNP equations. We have used the streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) method to stabilize the weak form of the PNP system in order to be able to use a computationally tractable time step size. [35] [36] [37] [38] The formulation of the SUPG method used for PNP is described in detail in the ESI. † Fig. 2 shows the potential and concentration profiles in the EDL region calculated using the GMPNP model for a fixed total current density of 1 mA cm À2 with a faradaic efficiency of CO of 0.8. The boundary condition for the potential at the OHP is varied to demonstrate the build-up of potassium ions in the EDL with increasing potential. It should be noted that the EDL is comprised of both the Stern layer as well as the potential screening layer which lies beyond the OHP (zones 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 ). Since the concentration of solution species does not penetrate the OHP by definition, all the concentration profile plots start from the OHP (x = 0) whereas the potential profile shown in Fig. 2a starts at x = À0.4 nm which signifies the catalyst surface. As discussed previously, all voltage values are referenced against f s=0 and are thus given in V vs. PZC. The concentration of K + cations increases till the steric limit a K + À3 , where a K + is the effective size of the solvated K + ion (Fig. 2b ). Once this steric limit is reached, the EDL profile grows in thickness away from the OHP with a constant density of counter-ions (cations in this case). Therefore, at higher voltages relative to f T , the nature of the EDL can no longer be described as a diffuse-layer, but rather, it assumes the form of a condensed layer of counter-ions which builds in thickness with applied potential. 18 We will discuss our results in the context of the impact of the condensed double layer on CO 2 transport in Section 3.1 and the pH in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the impact of changing the alkali metal type in the electrolyte on the nature of the EDL.
Results
Influence of EDL on CO 2
The first important aspect of the build-up of counter-ions in the EDL at higher potentials is the accessibility of the catalyst surface for the CO 2 molecule. The rate at which CO 2 can diffuse to the catalyst surface, puts an upper limit to the activity that is achievable through catalysis and is therefore a critical parameter for CO 2 ER performance. The diminishing of CO 2 concentration in the EDL at high applied voltages (Fig. 2d) is a direct consequence of the steric effect incorporated in the GMPNP model. Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the concentration profiles in the EDL obtained using a reaction-diffusion model, a PNP model which solves the migration, diffusion and reaction processes self-consistently but assumes point species and a GMPNP model which corrects the PNP for steric effects. It is evident that inclusion of migration in the PNP and GMPNP models drastically influences the activity of charged species in the EDL region. The volume exclusion in the GMPNP model has important consequences for the extent of cation concentration at the OHP which, for the PNP model, reach unphysically high concentrations (significantly higher than the steric limit, Fig. 3b ). Despite a very high cation accumulation at the OHP for the PNP model, the assumption of point species results in no exclusion of CO 2 from the EDL region as is predicted by the GMPNP model (Fig. 3d ). The minor variation between the CO 2 concentration profiles derived using the RD and PNP models stems from the significant difference in the OH À concentrations ( Fig. 3a) leading to the formation of bicarbonate through the homogeneous reaction (8) . These results highlight the importance of considering volume-exclusion in mass transport models attempting to resolve the EDL in electrocatalytic systems such as CO 2 ER.
According to Fig. 2d , the CO 2 concentration is completely depleted at potentials more cathodic than BÀ0.2 V vs. PZC at the OHP. Since there is no experimental evidence suggesting that CO 2 reduction completely terminates at high applied potentials, the result in Fig. 2d leads us to the hypothesis that the CO 2 molecule diffuses to the catalyst surface at high applied potentials due to many-body correlations in the presence of the Fig. 2 The electrical double layer (EDL) facing a planar CO 2 ER catalyst for a 0.1 M KHCO 3 electrolyte solution saturated with CO 2 . The above results are derived for a total current density of 1 mA cm À2 and a CO faradaic efficiency of 0.8. PZC stands for the potential of point of zero charge of the planar catalyst surface and x = À0.4 nm is the catalyst surface and x = 0 is the OHP (grey dotted line in (a)). The plots (b), (c) and (d) start at x = 0 since the OHP marks the plane of closest approach to the catalyst for the solvated solution species. View Article Online solvated cations in the EDL region, albeit with a diminished diffusivity due the condensed nature of the EDL. Complex many-body correlations arising from the mutual interaction of chemical species (including water molecules) are expected to play a role especially in the EDL with a high concentration of counter-ions and the presence of competing electrostatic and van der Waals forces. In addition, the identity of the solvated cation should also have an influence on the rate of diffusion of CO 2 . Cations have been shown to influence the CO 2 reduction rate through numerous experimental as well as computational studies 2,3,12,39-44 however, this influence has not been studied from the perspective of changing diffusion coefficient of the CO 2 molecule. The modeling results presented in this study use Fick's law of diffusion with constant values of diffusion coefficients for all species (Fick diffusivity values are tabulated in the ESI †). The EDL is however a multi-component non-dilute solution where considerable deviations from the Fick's diffusivities can be expected due to non-ideal behaviour. We are currently conducting force-field molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study the diffusion of CO 2 in such an EDL environment. The effect of cation type will be discussed further in the context of Fig. 6 later in the text. The other possibility is that the reduction of CO 2 (at least the first reduction step) happens beyond the condensed layer of counter-ions at the EDL and not directly at catalyst surface. We believe that it is highly unlikely that all the CO 2 reduction steps occur at the EDL as it would not be able to explain the major deviation between the CO 2 reduction products amongst different metallic catalysts. 45 However, the involvement of the solvated cations in the reduction of CO 2 could be one of the reasons for the difference in performance of systems using different cation types. Ab initio quantum-mechanical methods need be developed to study the first CO 2 reduction step in the presence of the condensed EDL to compare the energetics of the potential pathways.
Influence of EDL on pH
The second important consequence of the formation of the EDL is the drop in pH in the double layer region due to both, a higher concentration of positively charged H + , and a depletion of negatively charged OH À from the region measuring a few nm from the electrode surface ( Fig. 2c and Fig. S2a, ESI †) . The pH at the OHP drops to a threshold value and the profile extends into the double layer region at higher voltages analogous to what is observed for the accumulation of the K + ions in Fig. 2b . Assuming point species and not considering volume exclusion within the PNP model, leads to an unphysically low pH value at the OHP (Fig. 3c ). Fig. 4a-d show the pH and OH À concentration profiles for varying values of total current densities at a fixed potential and faradaic efficiency distribution computed using the GMPNP model. The results obtained using the reaction-diffusion (RD) model are shown in Fig. 4e and f for comparison. As expected, the pH at the OHP as well as at its peak value are found to be proportional to the total current density and the pH attains a maximum value beyond the EDL at a distance of B5 nm from the OHP (Fig. 4a and c ). The RD model predicts a considerably higher pH at x = 0 and also, as expected, does not capture the drop in the pH due to migration effects very close to the electrode surface as predicted by the GMPNP model (also see Fig. 3c ).
Similarly, the OH À concentration calculated using GMPNP is completely depleted at the OHP at high voltages ( Fig. 4b and Fig. S2a , ESI †) whereas the peak value beyond the EDL is proportional to the total current density. The RD model however, predicts a B4 times higher rise in OH À concentration at the electrode relative to the peak value predicted by GMPNP and does not account for its depletion due to electrostatic repulsion in the EDL (also see Fig. 3a ). We have also considered a limiting proton current case where no more than 10% of the bulk concentration of H + is allowed to accumulate at the OHP and the protons get consumed via the catalytic reactions (S14) and (S15) in the ESI. † Adding the flux of protons at the catalyst surface leads to the pH profiles for all current densities to overlap and a pH value of 8 is obtained at the OHP with a maximum value of B9.7 beyond the EDL (Fig. S5 in ESI †). The current attributed to the H + flux for H 2 and CO production is o0.5% of the total current density for all cases considered.
Numerous studies of CO 2 ER systems have shown a strong correlation between pH of the electrolyte in the vicinity of the catalyst (or the so-called local pH) and the overall performance, especially the catalyst selectivity. 27, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] Our results demonstrate that the EDL leads to pH and OH À concentration profiles which do not monotonically increase towards the catalyst surface but in fact, become considerably diminished in the immediate vicinity of the OHP up to a distance of B5 nm. Since the OH À concentration is depleted from the EDL region, the pH at the OHP at high applied potentials will have a stronger dependence on the rate of H + consumption in catalytic processes than the total current density. Therefore, we believe that there is a strong need to explicitly define what is meant by the term 'local' in the context of pH and concentrations of solution species when discussing mechanistic insights and relative performance of CO 2 ER systems.
In addition, Fig. 5 shows the extent of the deviation of homogeneous reactions (6)-(8) from equilibrium at steadystate as defined by the eqn (S11)-(S13) in the ESI. † The buffer reaction of CO 2 to HCO 3 À (reaction (8)) is too slow to reach equilibrium and is deficient of HCO 3 À in the entire Nernst domain. Therefore even though the concentration of OH À rises due to CO 2 ER, the competing rates of diffusion and reaction kinetics imply that CO 2 is still present in excess in reaction (8) . This is in line to what has been shown previously using spectroscopic measurements. 53 The HCO 3 À to CO 3 2À buffer reaction (reaction (7)) remains in equilibrium in the entire domain outside the EDL which is expected considering that k a1 is 6 order of magnitudes bigger than k b1 . The water-dissociation reaction (reaction (6)) also deviates from its equilibrium due to competing reaction and mass transport rates. It should be noted that the results shown in Fig. 5 remain qualitatively similar even if a reaction-diffusion model is considered. The dramatic variation of the pH profile as a function of distance from the OHP (Fig. 4c) as well as the deviation of the buffer reactions from their equilibrium are important factors that should be considered in experimental studies aiming to measure pH in CO 2 ER systems using for e.g. spectroscopic techniques. 54 
Influence of cation size
Finally, we consider the effect of changing the type of cation in the electrolyte solution. We compare Cs + , K + , Na + and Li + while keeping the composition of the other species in the bulk electrolyte the same.
In the context of the GMPNP simulations, the cations (i) differ in terms of their solvated size (a i in eqn (10) ) and the hydration number of each ion (w i in eqn (12)) (the values of both parameters for each cation can be found in the ESI †). The trend of solvated sizes of the cations in an aqueous solution follows the order Cs + o K + o Na + o Li + which is the inverse of the trend for the neutral atoms due to difference in the hydration properties amongst the alkali metal cations. 55, 56 Fig. S6 in the ESI † shows an illustration of the effect of cations with different sizes on the concentration at the steric limit and the thickness of the EDL. This can be used to understand the difference in concentration profiles of the cations in the EDL as shown in Fig. 6a , with Cs + being the smallest solvated cation reaching the highest concentration at the OHP followed very closely by K + with a similar solvated size, followed by Na + and Li + in that order. The resulting trend in the electric field strength at the OHP is shown in Fig. 6b .
Despite reaching a higher concentration at the OHP and therefore a higher charge density, the electric field strength for Cs + is found to be weaker as compared to K + . This is due to the fact that Cs + polarizes fewer water molecules compared to the other alkali metal cations and therefore the drop in relative permittivity of the solution at the OHP is smaller based on the eqn (12) (see Fig. S7a , ESI †). Multiple experimental results have Fig. 5 Fractional deviation from equilibrium for reactions (6)- (8) in the simulation domain. The data shown is for a total current density of 1 mA cm À2 , a CO faradaic efficiency of 0.8 and a potential of À0.32 V vs. PZC at the OHP. We have removed the deviation values for the initial 1 nm from the OHP since the formation of the EDL wildly distorts the species concentrations. 
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shown Cs + to benefit the activation of CO 2 relative to other cation types. 2, 39, 41, 42, 44 The electric field strength close to the cathode surface in the presence of the cations has been regarded as an important factor leading to the observed experimental results owing to the interaction of the field with the adsorbed polar reactive species. 2, 3, 12, 42 However, based on our results, we believe that the observed improvement in the reduction of CO 2 in the presence of Cs + cannot be understood solely on the basis of electric field strength. The specific ion interactions of the cation with the surrounding water and the CO 2 , as well as with the charged metal surface, also need to be taken into account.
Discussion
The reaction environment of the CO 2 electrochemical reduction process is highly complex with several coupled phenomena operating at vastly varying length and time scales that incorporate important degrees of freedom for the overall system performance.
A multi-scale approach is therefore essential in order for computational simulations to effectively develop the understanding of such a reaction system to compliment the experimental efforts in the area. Ab initio calculations of the double layer suffer from several limitations that lead to unfeasible computational costs which can be circumvented in the continuum treatment of the double layer. [57] [58] [59] In addition, the results derived using a continuum approach such as the GMPNP can provide valuable inputs to atomistic quantum mechanical models by defining the steadystate environment under which reaction energetics need to be studied. 12, 60 However, the continuum treatment of the electrolyte system does not capture effects pertaining to ion specificity which can potentially play a role at molecular length scales and concentrations relevant in the EDL for highly charged surfaces such as in the case of CO 2 ER. [61] [62] [63] [64] The Bjerrum length (l B = e 2 /4pe r e 0 k B T, 0.7 nm at room temperature) defines the length scale at which the electrostatic interaction between two charged species is comparable to the thermal energy k B T. The relative permittivity of the electrolyte can decrease drastically in the EDL where the electric field strength is high (Fig. S2 , ESI †). 31, 32 This will lead to an increase in the Bjerrum length indicating a prevalence of ion-specific effects. A promising approach to account for particle correlations in EDLs uses density functional theory (DFT) to estimate excess chemical potentials of species at equilibrium which can be used as an input to continuum models such as PNP to study transport. 65, 66 In addition, our results represent the nature of the double layer in the absence of specific short-range electrostatic interactions between the electrode surface and the solution species. The presence of specific adsorption can add significant complexity to the EDL description as it can influence the potential at the PZC, the balance of charge between the metal surface and the double layer and consequently the potential and concentration profiles at a given applied potential. 60, 67 There is a need to develop computational frameworks applicable to practical CO 2 electrocatalytic systems with high surface charge densities, multiple components, long-range concentration gradients and specific adsorption that correct the mean-field continuum dynamics of the double-layer in a computationally and numerically tractable manner.
In addition to theoretical challenges, a more practical challenge arises from solving the (GM)PNP system of partial difference equations numerically at operating potentials. The Galerkin finite element method is found to be unstable for typical values of applied potentials unless a very fine time and space discretization is used to resolve the EDL region. The SUPG method was used in this study to stabilize the PNP system as described in Section 2.3. However, there is still a need to develop stabilization techniques suited for the modified version of the Nernst-Planck equation with a non-linear volume exclusion term added. The development of better stabilization techniques will go a long way in making the application of the GMPNP system more feasible to a wider array of operating conditions for electrocatalytic systems of relevance.
Conclusions
Our results establish the importance of electrostatic forces and volume exclusion in the determination of the reaction environment for CO 2 electrocatalysis. The electrical double layer formed as a consequence will be highly influential for the access of the catalyst to the reactive species, both CO 2 and H + , and will therefore play a role in the activity as well as selectivity of the process.
The defining characteristic of the EDL is the screening of the charge density on the cathode surface with solvated cations in the electrolyte and a concomitant repulsion of anions away from the surface. The nature of the cation therefore plays an important role in determining the structure of the EDL, the strength of electric field, the differential capacitance and the extent of the polarization of solvent molecules. The operating potentials of practical CO 2 ER and other electrocatalytic systems imply that the cations in the EDL will reach their steric limit close to the electrode. This closed-pack nature of the EDL is expected to have significant implications for the energetics of the reactive and non-reactive processes relevant to CO 2 ER. The local reaction environment of CO 2 electrocatalysis is therefore formed by the double layer and more research effort is needed to develop a stronger understanding of the region spanning the first 5-10 nm from the catalyst surface.
As all catalysts of practical relevance to CO 2 ER have a nano and meso structure, the effect of mass transport is expected to be even more complex and significant in the presence of nanometer scale pores and confinements. 1, 68 Nanopores and channels with sizes less than twice the potential screening length can have overlapping double layers which can lead to interesting effects due to selective ion enrichment and depletion with several practical applications. 61, 69 Nanostructuring is therefore a very important tool to influence the reaction environment and thus the performance of the catalyst. Unlike a planar surface, the distribution of charge density over a structured surface will be non-uniform and will lead to a varying double layer structure across the catalyst. Application of models such as the GMPNP in higher dimensions can then be very useful to study such phenomena. Gas diffusion electrode (GDE) based CO 2 ER systems employing nanostructured catalyst layers and significantly shorter diffusion length of CO 2 have achieved considerably higher current densities and enhanced selectivity through better mass transport. 5, 6 Electrified porous catalysts therefore are a very practically relevant class of systems where continuum modeling approach similar to the one presented here can play an important role.
In conclusion, the continuum treatment of the GMPNP equations provides a computationally tractable method to model the reaction environment of CO 2 ER close to highly charged surfaces, although with certain limitations. We believe that our approach can provide a qualitatively sound starting point for further theoretical as well as experimental investigations while bridging some of the gap between quantum mechanical surface reactivity studies and mass transport of species from the bulk solution in electrocatalytic systems.
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